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Sharing the student voice
I’m Mhairi and I’m the Head of Student Voice and Diversity at The Student Room. 

I’ve worked with TSR for five years, having started as a Community and Volunteer Manager, then moving to Head of 
Community, and I’m now thrilled to continue transforming our support for students in this role. Before my TSR life I was a 
secondary school teacher and head of year. Through my career I’ve always been driven by my passion for supporting 
students and helping them to create a future they love, no matter their background or personal circumstance. 

I started writing these student sentiment updates back in January of 2021, when schools were closed to most students and 
traditional exams were cancelled. At TSR, we spend our days chatting to students and hearing all about the way they 
experience their world and the challenges they face. In 2021 we shared 17 of these updates, showcasing 72 community 
polls, with over 42,000 votes from students. We have an incredible opportunity (and responsibility)as the UK’s largest online 
student community, to raise the voice of students and share it with people like you who are there to support them. I really do 
believe that its by listening to students and working across the whole industry together that we can make a real difference in 
students’ lives. 

I’m always up for a chat, so do get in touch if you’d like to hear more about this work (or massively geek out about students 
with me over a coffee).

Mhairi
 mhairi.underwood@thestudentroom.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mhairi-underwood/ 

mailto:mhairi.underwood@thestudentroom.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mhairi-underwood/
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Highlights in this update
● 63% of students disagree with HE Reform proposals to 

change eligibility requirements for student loans
● Most students doing exams this year don’t understand how to 

use Advance Information
● Almost half of students feel they’ll receive a fair grade this 

year
● Better work experience and one-on-one support could be a 

game-changer in careers advice
● University is the most commonly considered path for students 

on TSR - but the reasons why are complex
● Degree apprenticeships come out on top in our pathways 

quiz
● …and more! (this update is chockers!)



63% of students don’t think failing GCSE 
Maths or English should deny them student 
loans
Following the release of the government’s Higher Education Reform consultation, we asked 
The Student Room community what their thoughts are the eligibility changes being proposed. 
63% of students said they don’t think students who fail GCSE Maths or English should be 
prevented from accessing a student loan…

870 votes. Promoted 23 - 28 Feb 2022



While some students support the move, many more have pointed out their concerns with the 
changes, especially when it comes to students from disadvantaged backgrounds…

870 votes. Promoted 23 - 28 Feb 2022

I think a lot will be made of this will hit those from the most difficult backgrounds the most, I think pragmatically it would be better to adjust 
admissions procedures to ensure they are fair for all applicants rather then ship students off to courses with crap graduate prospects and still 
burden them with the same debt/grad-tax.

I've only got GCSE Science and English and i'm currently studying a Level 3 Extended Diploma looking at merit/distinction. idk what i'm 
gonna do now? Just wanted to go uni this year for a fresh start. I haven't been given a break since 2017 when it comes to my mental 
stability in school. It's been ****in hard and now I get this. Being neurodivergent doesn't help either.

Need to wonder if this would also apply to people wanting loans for vocational/college qualifications.

a student with a rich family will be able to circumvent this requirement. If you want to install minimum GCSE requirement across the board then fine, 
but why should a degree be paywalled off for poorer families?

63% of students don’t think failing GCSE 
Maths or English should deny them student 
loans

Maybe er, rethink the fees and loans systems rather than introduce discriminatory and classist policies then. Just a thought



870 votes. Promoted 23 - 28 Feb 2022

63% of students don’t think failing GCSE 
Maths or English should deny them student 
loans

I know someone who is studying English at uni and they’re very very good at it but I don’t think they could ever pass gcse maths because it’s just 
not their thing.. they ended up getting an alternative qualification which the uni accepts but this system would mean they couldn’t get a loan? Even 
though they are one of the best in their uni at english.. seems a bit unfair really. But then if they’re rich they can still go to uni??

I'm also concerned if this is now going to mean that BTEC students will also be denied student loans if they want to continue onto university,

What about those who may already not be getting support for dyslexia, autism etc?

If the govt wants to improve the prospects of young people after studying, they need to look at what makes them employable. A 
piece of paper with a bit of Latin printed on it saying you have a degree does not make you employable. Productive work experience, 
learning on the job, gaining practical skills and putting into practice what you've learnt is what makes someone employable.

Here we are, looking for ways to discriminate against poor and disadvantaged students who are trying to improve their life chances. The only 
way for many is through education. And many, who may have not performed well at GCSE, are achieving first class and pursuing well paid 
jobs. I hope they stop this nonsense and reconsider their proposal’s discriminatory basis. PS - [I’m a] Russel group Uni graduate with a first 
class from a disadvantaged background
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Advance Information
On the 3rd of February, Advance Information was released ahead of this year’s exams. Our central 
information thread directed students to where they could find the AI for their exam boards, and was a 
key place for students to discuss how to use the materials. 

However, our poll in the thread showed that the majority of students actually didn’t understand how to 
use AI. Our corresponding interactive email poll showed similar results, with 79% of Year 13 
respondents saying they don’t understand how to use Advance Information.

556 votes. Promoted 7-11 Feb 2022

https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=7166014
https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=7166014
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Advance Information
In the discussion on the thread, students observed the difference in information available depending on what 
exam board they’re studying; some struggled with accessing the AI; and others were confused by the note 
saying exam boards may still ask things not mentioned in Advance Information.

We were glad to welcome Pearson, AQA and OCR exam boards, who joined the thread to directly answer 
questions from students. One of our incredible community members also put together a wonderful checklist for 
students studying Edexcel Maths GCSE (Higher). 

Some exam boards have a clear advantage over others in the exact same subjects. AQA lists almost the entire specification…OCR 
provides a concise list of topics…This is simply unfair.

Has anyone else had AQA block them from looking at the new spec? I found the geography one earlier but when I tried to look for the 
physics one, AQA blocked it saying it's part of their 'security policy'. What's going on??

For Edexcel a level biology, chemistry and physics all say that they might still ask questions from topics that aren’t listed, so surely 
we still need to revise everything?

556 votes. Promoted 7-11 Feb 2022

https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=7166517
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Almost half of students feel they’ll 
be given a fair grade this year
With changes to the way students have been given results throughout the pandemic, we have been 
asking The Student Room community whether they feel their grade will be fair. Ournewest  poll of TSR 
members shows us that grade confidence for the 2022 cohort has seen a noticeable increase, with 43% 
feeling like their grades will be fair this year.  

348 votes. Promoted 28 Feb - 3 Mar 2022

Despite opinion about whether exams should go 
ahead being split in January, and students 
indicating Advance Information hasn’t helped them 
as much as they’d hoped; it seems that the 
gradual return to a more familiar grading method 
has improved confidence for this group compared 
to previous cohorts who had alternate grading 
arrangements.

https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=7175462
https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=7150493
https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=7166014
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In October 2021 I shared this comparison about how students have perceived their grades since the 
beginning of the pandemic. Adding our new poll from March 2022, we can see that confidence in the results 
students will receive has increased since we last measured in October. However, it does chime similarly to 
the pre-assessment attitude in 2021, so it will be interesting to see how students feel after exams.

2022 Cohort
October 2021

(altered exams/move toward pre-covid 
grade profile)

23% confident they’ll 
get fair grades

2020 Cohort
April 2020 

(Algorithm/TAGs)

33% confident they’ll 
get fair grades

2021 Cohort
February 2021 

(pre-assessment)

47% confident they’ll 
get fair grades

2021 Cohort
May 2021 

(post-assessment)

22% confident they’ll 
get fair grades

33%
23%

22%

47%

NB: graph is indicative only

2022 Cohort
March 2022
(pre-exams)

43% confident they’ll 
get fair grades

43%

Almost half of students feel they’ll 
be given a fair grade this year

https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=7105521
https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=6427226
https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=6945718
https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=7025267
https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=7175462
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Firm and Insurance choices
In early February, the majority of students on The Student Room hadn’t yet received their offers in 
order to make their firm and insurance choices. 

496 votes. Promoted 1 - 7 Feb 2022

https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=7163438
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Careers advice in school/college is 
struggling to meet the needs of students
According to our poll, better work experience opportunities and one-on-one guidance could really help 
improve careers advice in future. 

150 votes. Promoted 15-18 Feb 2022

But it’s the stories shared by students in the 
thread that really show the limitations of the 
current system, and the lasting impact that can 
have on young people.

This seems to be especially true for students 
with lower academic attainment; and/or those 
undertaking non-A-level or non-university 
pathways We can also see the positive impact 
when students receive meaningful and 
personalised support.

https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=7169705
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150 votes. Promoted 15-18 Feb 2022

I feel that careers advice needs to be a bit more positive for instance I was told "you'll never get in to college let alone uni." (I have an 
honours degree in electronic engineering) when I mentioned that was what I wanted to do. What she should have told me was that while it 
will be hard and take me a number of years I can for sure get in to collage and uni while a stretch is still possible at this stage. She never 
even mentioned foundation courses for people like me with very poor GCSE results and I feel for people in lower sets or with low predictions 
those courses really should be mentioned.

I said to my careers advisor I wanted to pursue an apprenticeship after sixth form and she told me to consider university. It's just more 
awareness besides the traditional route at university.

Reminds me of the time when I was in Year 13, the careers advisor basically said I wouldn't be able to get into university because I was 
doing a BTEC. She then had the audacity to ask me if I even had any work experience, when a BTEC is literally a vocational course and 
placement was mandatory. Anyway, here I am years later with a degree and a PGCE. Felt like I had no encouragement or support from her 
whatsoever.

My high school career adviser only did one session with us and didn't even realise which college/subject/career, I wanted to pursue until the final 
couple of months before our GCSEs. My college careers advisor on the other hand was very supportive. Although I saw her less often that my 
high school adviser, she often asked about the progress of my studies and offers etc., in the corridor, which truly did mean a lot to me as I felt 
supported throughout my academic journey at college.

Careers advice in school/college is 
struggling to meet the needs of students
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This new poll comes as the most recent in conversations over the years on The Student Room about the 
need for careers advice to improve. In the past we’ve seen students acknowledging that the lack of 
consistency/availability in advice often isn’t due to the lack of effort on behalf of teachers/advisors, but a 
reflection of wider systemic challenges.

In 2018, the TSR community reflected on the House of Lords debate about the state of careers advice, 
with students posing questions about funding, incentives for schools and scope of the advice given.

Three years previously, in 2015, the House of Commons took to the TSR community to share information 
about the inquiry into careers advice, information and guidance. 

In addition to gathering feedback from the community, we continue to learn from the experiences of our 
Student Advisory Board members, as we work on supporting students with their decisions, including our 
‘What path is right for me?’ quiz…

Careers advice in school/college is 
struggling to meet the needs of students

150 votes. Promoted 15-18 Feb 2022

https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=5565012
https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=3778057
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What path are Year 12s and 13s 
considering after school/college?
Our poll of over 400 members of The Student Room shows the vast majority of Year 12s and 13s are 
considering going to university after college. However, it’s important to contextualise this statistic 
carefully. We should consider the self-selecting nature of students who may be using The Student 
Room right now for university application support (therefore driving up this number).

417 votes. Promoted 11 - 15 Feb 2022

We should also take into account 
our learnings on the previous slide 
where students tell us careers 
advice is often skewed toward the 
university pathway. Does this poll 
again highlight the opportunity for 
students to receive more information 
about non-uni pathways?

https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=7168059
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What path are Year 12s and 13s 
considering after school/college?
Comments on the thread also show that students’ reasons for considering the university pathway are 
varied, and sometimes lack a sense of individual agency or decision-making power. In a world where 
we all want to ensure students are choosing the pathways that are genuinely best-suited to them, I 
wonder if this shows a gap where those who influence students’ decisions could be better supported to 
understand the options available more thoroughly.

417 votes. Promoted 11 - 15 Feb 2022

Uni because my parents would get rid of me if I don’t go to it. I guess there’s a part of me that’s interested in uni and I think that I’d 
consider other options more harshly if my parents were open to other options… It’s like everyone thinks that uni is the only way.

[Yeah]  a lot of parents force their children to go uni. I believe its due to parents having high ambitions for their children or simply just 
having a lack of knowledge on the other routes after sixth form/college

uni due to my parents
in an ideal world i'd do an apprenticeship or straight into full time work
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Degree Apprenticeships come out 
on top in pathways quiz
Continuing to explore the pathways students might be interested in, from the 17th of January to the 
7th of February, we ran our ‘What path is right for me?’ quiz. Our goal was to help students learn 
about options available to them after school or college. 2300 students completed the quiz in that time. 
Almost half of the students who took the quiz (47%) received ‘Degree Apprenticeship’ as their 
result, with ‘University’ the second most likely outcome (28%), and ‘Not sure yet/Gap Year’ third 
(19%).

https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/university/what-path-is-right-for-me
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Degree Apprenticeships come out 
on top in pathways quiz

Our in-house Pathways expert, Community Manager Grace Etheridge says, 

‘I think the interesting result of this is what students have expressed they want and need from 

their future. If they do want to study further, they have expressed a desire for a combination of 

practical and theoretical learning, and the need for real world skills that they can use in the 

workplace. Degree apprenticeships often combine the best of both worlds, but this is being 

taken further in the world of HE as well.’
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Why students are considering Postgrad 
in 2022
This month saw us revisit a poll from 2021, asking students why they were now considering a postgrad 
course. We initially asked the question because we’d had the sense that interest may have increased as a 
result of the pandemic, and we wanted to see what has changed a year on. 

While the reasons for those newly considering postgrad are similar compared to last year, we can see an 
increase in 2022 of those who were always considering a postgrad, with almost 50% of students choosing 
this option. It feels a bit like the change in thinking the pandemic might have caused is being felt less now. 
It’s also worth point out that most of the country was still in lockdown when we ran this poll last year, so I 
wonder whether the easing of restrictions now has played a role in changing this.

89 votes. Promoted 21 - 23 Feb 2022

https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=6911216
https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/showthread.php?t=7172300
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Why students are considering Postgrad 
in 2022

2021 2022

89 votes. Promoted 21 - 23 Feb 2022


